Modular Protection and Control Houses
The logical approach to delivering integrated protection, control and metering.
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Building and Auxiliaries
The control house envelope is designed and built for the North American climate and
is delivered complete with an HVAC system ready to be installed in the sub-station
yard. The houses are equipped with all AC and DC distribution, batteries, protection
and control equipment, and communication facilities. Each control house is fitted with
both fire and security systems.

Protection, Control and SCADA Panels
Virelec draws upon a long and solid track record supplying panels to the industry.
As a result we are able to design from conceptual single line diagrams or implement
customer supplied standard designs. The use of automated design software ensures
our engineering costs remain very competitive while preventing costly design errors.

System Integration and Testing
All system integration is performed at Virelec including relay programming, substation
LAN, gateway and computer system set-ups together with data mapping between
communicating devices. Virelec is able to fully test the system from battery and AC
supply to control inputs and outputs to power system equipment. Breaker simulators
model field devices, and our numerical relay injection test sets are able to fully test all
protection and metering devices.

Delivery
Following factory acceptance testing, the building is powered down and prepared for
shipping. The buildings are readily transportable to destinations across North America.
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